
Regency 21" x 18" Stainless Steel Drop-In Hand Sink with
Faucet and Ice Bin
#60DIHSWIB1821K

Features

• Durable type 304 stainless steel construction

• 8 1/2" x 11 1/2" hand sink bowl

• 9 3/8" x 14 3/4" x 11" ice bin with sliding lid

• 6" long gooseneck spout, 2 GPM �ow rate

• Includes a 1 1/2" IPS sink bowl brass drain connection

Certi�cations

 

Technical Data

Length 21 Inches

Width 18 Inches

Ice Bin Length 9 3/8 Inches

Spout Length 6 Inches

Faucet Width 4 Inches

Ice Bin Width 14 3/4 Inches

Bowl Depth 5 1/2 Inches

Faucet Height 9 3/16 Inches

Ice Bin Height 11 Inches

Bowl Front to Back 11 1/2 Inches

60DIHSWIB1821KProject: Date: Approval: Qty: Item #:

NSF Listed 1/2" Water Connection
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Technical Data

Bowl Left to Right 8 1/2 Inches

Capacity 20 lb.

Color Silver

Drain Outlet Size 1 1/2 Inches

Edge Style Flush

Faucet Centers 4 Inches

Features Faucet Included

Flow Rate 2 GPM

Gauge 18 - 20 Gauge

Handle Type Lever

Installation Type Drop In

Lid Type Sliding

Material Stainless Steel

Number of Compartments 1 Compartment

Spout Type Gooseneck

Stainless Steel Type Type 304

Type Drop-In Sinks

Water Inlet Size 1/2 Inches

Notes & Details
Clean glassware or wash hands while keeping ice stocked and ready nearby with this Regency drop-in hand sink with ice bin.

Perfect for behind-the-bar use, this combination sink and ice bin features a durable type 304 stainless steel construction. Plus,

the 8 1/2" x 11 1/2" hand sink bowl is constructed of 18-gauge stainless steel.

Maintain cleanliness behind your bar while also keeping ice within reach. This sink drops down into a cutout in your existing

countertop so that it doesn't take up additional wall space. It also has a sleek, professional look! With both hot and cold water

capabilities, this drop-in sink is a practical solution in a variety of settings.

The 9 3/8" x 14 3/4" x 11" ice bin is equally durable, with an attractive 20-gauge stainless steel construction that looks great at

your bar or pub and is easy to keep clean. Stainless steel is also an excellent material for retaining cold temperatures, making it

perfect for ice storage. The included sliding lid provides further cold retention and protects ice from dirt and other

contaminants. This sink includes a 1 1/2" IPS sink bowl brass drain connection.

The included deck-mounted faucet has a chrome-plated brass faucet body and ceramic cartridges engineered for durability. It

features a 6" long swivel gooseneck spout that provides a sleek look with plenty of clearance, while a 2 GPM aerator provides a

consistent �ow rate and minimal splashing. It boasts a set of 4" adjustable centers, while the deck-mounted design is easy to

install with 1/2" male NPS inlets.

The faucet uses ceramic cartridges, which provide a much lower fail rate than the compression cartridges widely used in the

industry. In this design, 2 ceramic discs �t together to create a watertight seal when closed. This removes the need for a rubber

seat washer, which is one of the most frequently replaced parts on a faucet. The sturdy lever handle design makes it easy to

turn the water �ow off and on.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to

www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
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